2013 Graduating Senior Survey Comments by Response to
"If you had it to do all over again, would you choose UWM? Why or why not?"

School/College

Helen Bader School of Social Welfare

Choose UWM again? Why or why not?
Definitely
Because I am from Milwaukee, WI.
Because I have grown up a lot since moving here. There is a lot of diversity which I love about UWM
During my path to graduation I have learned a lot from the professors and students, especially those
involved in Greek life
good school; pretty good professors
Great experience
Has so much to offer.
I appreciated the extensive knowledge and experience the faculty brought into the classroom.
I enjoyed the classes I took and the professors were helpful as well.
I had a great time, and had some amazing experiences.
I had a lot of great professors, and got to participate in many great opportunities.
I have enjoyed my time spent at UWM and value the education received
I like the campus.
I love the atmosphere here and all the experiences i have had with my professors have been
outstanding.
I love the location and the city feeling it gave
I made excellent contacts in the criminal justice field.
I really enjoyed my time at UWM including all the wonderful people I met and experience I have had the
opportunity to enjoy.
I started my college career at UWEC. I transferred to UWM for spring semester last year and it was the
best choice of my life. I have gotten to experience the best professors I have ever had while having a
much greater option of classes at UWM. To add to that I was able to graduate faster at UWM than I
would have been able to at UWEC.
I would because UWM offers great degree programs and assists students with reaching their goals.
I would choose this university again.
it was the same university I remember going to as a kid when my dad attained his phd. I've always
wanted to attend UWM
Milwaukee has provided me with a great education and new life experiences through it's urban campus.
more appealing classes
Offer classes that I need to complete in order to graduate.
The courses taken and the outcome of my experience have been very influential to what I want to
succeed in my career.
The curriculum I was put through at UWM was very beneficial, and I felt that I received a great
education.
The program fit my needs.
The programs here are very helpful and the advisers are very helpful too!
The quality of the resources that UW-Milwaukee provided made success easier to obtain. (ex: 24hr
Library)
There were so many great opportunities to grow as a person and challenge myself. I was able to get two
different amazing jobs on campus,, be part of a dance crew, and become a Group X instructor. I met so
many different people, and I feel confident that graduating from UWM will continue to help me be
successful in my career.
This institution has great opportunities and resources for their students to succeed. UWM keeps their
students engaged and informed about new research and career paths. I had a great time with the
events that occurred on campus and a new experience. I love how the campus is set-up in which a
student does not have to go very far for entities like restaurants and recreation. They also have free
resources that student may not be able to get outside of the campus like nutrition counseling. I LOVE
THIS SCHOOL!!!!!!!!!!!!
U.W.M provides interdisciplinary educational skills that is unmatched in the State of Wisconsin. U.W.M
also provides opportunities for minorities to be educated and helps foster an integrated environment
which Milwaukee is in need of.
UWM has an exceptional Social Work program, which is the field in which I am earning my degree.
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Choose UWM again? Why or why not?
Definitely
UWM helped me reach my dreams.
UWM is a culturally diverse university with great professors and great people who surround the
community.
UWM was a great school. I loved the connection to the community I had in HBSSW, and the staff here
made me feel really awesome and included. I had a great time.
Yes because the social work program at UWM.
yes, because of the great learning enviorment and of the essentials provided to students to enhance
their learning.

Probably

Although it wasn't my first choice university I did grow to love the campus. I really like the Professors and
the people who made UW-Milwaukee the campus it is. I had a lot of helpful professors.
Close to home.
Eclectic university with a lot to offer. P
Experiences at uwm was very positive
Good teachers
Great campus and great education.
Great city to live in and people are awesome.
I enjoyed it here and I got done in 4 years.
I feel that the wide range of degrees offered by UWM makes it a great choice for people that either
aren't completely sure of what they want to do, or for people that may want to change their mind. I
switched majors from Civil Engineering to Criminal Justice, and there are very few schools that that is
possible at.
I felt that the teachers were very knowledgeable in my field of study
I got a really good GPA and did everything I wanted to do
I like the school and the professors
I like the size and how close it is to my house
I may have chosen a UW school closer to m y hometown.
I might have stayed closer to home.
I was able to complete my goals in the time I wanted to.
I would have came here directly after high school instead of transferring to two other schools before
choosing to attend UWM.
I would start at MATC and than transfer. UWM is to expensive.
I would've liked to go to a bigger school. A school with a football team, hockey team, ect. A school that I
could have a lot of school spirit towards and uwm just doesn't have that.
It was a good location and I love the city of Milwaukee.
It was a great school, the class sizes were just to large and some class rooms did not have enough
chairs to fit the class
It was a last minute enrollment because my previous university didn't work out. I was surprisingly
satisfied with UWM in all facets.
It was affordable and a good education
It was close to home.
It's closest to my house
Like the people and friends that I met here.
Location and program
Met good people here and had experiences that I will never forget.
Some of the instructors were excellent
The criminal justice program was a solid program and the school was easy to navigate and convenient
The diverse culture here and the amount of classes it had to offer
The program and the professes were great.
UWM is close to my home
UWM is closest to home.
UWM offered me an adequate education, and the proximity to my house was very convenient
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Choose UWM again? Why or why not?
Probably
Would have like to attend college out of state.
Would have liked to transfer to Stevens Point but hey do not offer a criminal justice program.
Yes
Yes, but I was not very happy with how the university help me with furthering my career. I never even
had a specific advisor and my information was lost way to much.
Probably no
Degree not needed for intended job
I like smaller classes, something closer to home. Difficulty picking classes that work well with schedule.
Ease of talking to advisor
I wanted to follow behind my aunt at Marquette.
I was led in the wrong direction by my advisor. I wanted to two bachelors degrees and she thought I was
getting one with an additional major.
I would have gone to a school with smaller classes and a smaller university.
lack of connectiveness
So many foreign teachers that have a language barrier. Also, I would probably have picked a major
UWM does not offer.
UWM loses it's students in the mix;
Definitely no
Does not offer U.S. Marshals Co-op program.
I really didn't feel welcomed by the faculty or students
I would have felt more comfortable with a more diverse staff. I felt ostracised and unwelcomed as a male
student of color. Some of my professors, who were hired for their expertise, were not necessarily
teachers and were jaded and skewed in their presentation and expectations. And because of this, my
introduction to the Criminal Justice system wasn't objective.
I would have gone else where. I would have gone somewhere with more school pride and spirit.

